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Recommended configurations
for neoBLUE LED phototherapy
neoBLUE LED
phototherapy system
• Most effective degradation
of bilirubin
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• Meets AAP Guidelines for
intensive phototherapy

• No light in the UV
or IR range
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neoBLUE compact
LED phototherapy system
• Provides intensive blue light in a

neoBLUE blanket
LED phototherapy system
• Provides intensive phototherapy

versatile and efficient design for
treating newborn jaundice

in a soft and flexible design that
allows baby to be swaddled and
held during treatment
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neoBLUE compact LED phototherapy system

neoBLUE systems used with incubators
Jaundice is a very common condition in the newborn population – up to 80% of infants born prematurely
will develop jaundice and nearly all of these infants will require phototherapy treatment. Many of these will
be cared for in closed thermal environments. The flexibility of neoBLUE phototherapy lamps allow you to
choose the most suitable configuration to utilize over any environment for this vulnerable population.

neoBLUE LED phototherapy system

The neoBLUE compact system can be positioned
independently with suction cup feet on top of
an incubator
The neoBLUE system has a large
surface area coverage, exposing
length of infant from head to toe,
to optimize treatment

The roll stand accessory can be
utilized to position the neoBLUE
compact anywhere in the nursery
The flexible arm can be attached to the IV post
accessory on incubators to help position the
neoBLUE compact

neoBLUE blanket LED phototherapy system

The neoBLUE system can easily
be used with incubator drapes
and covers that have an opening
in the top of the cover

The neoBLUE blanket light box
can be mounted to an incubator
IV post or roll stand using the
pole-mounting hardware
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neoBLUE compact LED phototherapy system

neoBLUE systems used with radiant warmers and bassinets
Many infants are cared for under radiant warmers in the NICU or in bassinets in all hospital areas.

neoBLUE LED phototherapy system

The easy height adjustment of the roll stand makes
configuration next to a bassinet easy to achieve

The neoBLUE compact can easily be positioned to
the side of a radiant warmer and tilted to provide
treatment without using directly under the heat source

The neoBLUE compact light and arm can be attached to the roll
stand at various heights for use with a radiant warmer or bassinet
The neoBLUE drape accessory can be used to
help shield light from other infants, parents and
caregivers in the nursery environment

neoBLUE blanket LED phototherapy system
The neoBLUE system can be positioned to the side
of a radiant warmer and tilted to provide treatment
without using directly under the heat source
The neoBLUE blanket light box can
be mounted to a roll stand using
the pole-mounting hardware
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neoBLUE blanket used while being held
neoBLUE blanket phototherapy supports family centered care, breastfeeding & newborn development – all at the
same time as delivering intensive phototherapy and can be delivered in a variety of configurations and situations.

neoBLUE systems used in tandem for
increased surface area exposure
2

Clinical guidelines state that phototherapy effectiveness is related to skin surface area
exposed to the blue treatment light. Using neoBLUE overhead and blanket phototherapy
devices combined, optimizes the skin exposure of phototherapy light to infants skin.

The neoBLUE blanket system allows mothers to
hold and breastfeed infants during phototherapy
treatment, either in the hospital or home setting

The neoBLUE blanket Swaddle allows the infant
to be swaddled during phototherapy treatment,
providing comfort, security and warmth

Biliband Eye Protector
®

Protect your young patient’s eyes without interfering
with the phototherapy light reaching the baby’s head.
Experience the ease of application with Natus’ unique
Y-shape design and the sense of security knowing
these eye protectors will stay in place.
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Helping you get it right when it matters most
Join the Neonatal Care Academy for clinical
resources, learning opportunities and more!

neonatalcareacademy.com
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